Abstract. We give a uniform lower bound for the polynomial complexity of all Reeb flows on the spherization (S * M, ξ) over a closed manifold. Our measure for the dynamical complexity of Reeb flows is slow volume growth, a polynomial version of topological entropy, and our uniform bound is in terms of the polynomial growth of the homology of the based loops space of M . As an application, we extend the Bott-Samelson theorem from geodesic flows to Reeb flows: If (S * M, ξ) admits a periodic Reeb flow, or, more generally, if there exists a positive Legendrian loop of a fibre S * q M , then M is a circle or the fundamental group of M is finite and the integral cohomology ring of the universal cover of M is the one of a compact rank one symmetric space.
Introduction and main results

Reeb flows on spherizations.
Consider a closed manifold M. The positive real numbers Ê + freely act on the cotangent bundle T * M by r (q, p) = (q, r p). While the canonical 1-form λ = pdq on T * M does not descend to the quotient S * M := T * M/Ê + , its kernel does and defines a contact structure ξ on S * M. We call the contact manifold (S * M, ξ) the spherization of M. For an intrinsic definition of this contact manifold we refer to Arnold's book [6, Appendix 4.D]. There, (S * M, ξ) is called the space of oriented contact elements, which is the double cover of the space of contact elements, the prototypical example of a contact manifold, see also [25, 9.4.F.4] and [24, 1.5] . The contact manifold (S * M, ξ) is co-orientable. The choice of a nowhere vanishing 1-form α on S * M with ker α = ξ (called a contact form) defines a vector field R α (the Reeb vector field of α) by the two conditions dα(R α , ·) = 0, α(R α ) = 1. Its flow ϕ t α is called the Reeb flow of α. To give a more concrete description of the manifold (S * M, ξ) and the flows ϕ t α , consider a smooth hypersurface Σ in T * M which is fiberwise starshaped with respect to the zerosection: For every q ∈ M the set Σ q := Σ ∩ T * q M bounds a set in T * q M that is strictly starshaped with respect to the origin of T * q M. In other words, the Liouville vector field p H(q, rp) = rH(q, p) for (q, p) ∈ Σ and r ∈ ( , not just up to a time-change. Indeed, our complexity measure for the flows defined in the next paragraph are not invariant under time-change, in general. We therefore do not consider arbitrary Hamiltonians H with Σ as a regular energy level, but only Hamiltonians that are homogeneous near Σ.
2. The class of Reeb flows ϕ t α is much larger than the class of Finsler flows. Indeed, most Reeb flows are not conjugate to a Finsler flow. One way to see this is to consider the Maslov indices of closed orbits. These are non-negative for Finsler flows, while one can perturb a convex hypersurface Σ to a fiberwise starshaped Σ ′ with closed orbits of negative Maslov index. We refer to [44] for details.
Slow volume growth.
Consider a smooth diffeomorphism ϕ of a closed manifold X. Denote by S the set of smooth compact submanifolds of X. Fix a Riemannian metric g on X, and denote by Vol g (σ) the j-dimensional volume of a j-dimensional submanifold σ ∈ S computed with respect to the measure on σ induced by g. Define the slow volume growth of σ ∈ S as (1) slow-vol(σ; ϕ) = lim sup Notice that these invariants do not depend on the choice of g. Also notice that slow-vol(σ; ϕ) vanishes for zero-or top-dimensional submanifolds σ. For surfaces, it thus suffices to consider the growth rate of embedded segments. The slow volume growth of ϕ measures the polynomial volume growth of the smooth family of initial data that is most distorted under the iterates of ϕ. The slow volume growth of a smooth flow ϕ t on X is defined as slow-vol(ϕ 1 ).
Remarks 1.2. 1. If in definition (1) the denominator log m is replaced by m, one obtains the volume growth vol(ϕ), that measures the maximal exponential volume growth of submanifolds in X. The volume growth may vanish for systems of rather different complexity. For instance, on the sublevel {|p| ≤ 1} of T * S 1 the Hamiltonian flows of p and 1 2 p 2 have slow volume growth 0 and 1. One is thus lead to look at the dynamical complexity at a polynomial scale, namely at the slow volume growth. [87] and Newhouse [68] , the volume growth vol(ϕ) agrees with the topological entropy h top (ϕ), a basic numerical invariant measuring the exponential growth rate of the orbit complexity of ϕ. There are various ways of defining h top (ϕ), see [40] . If one replaces in these definitions the denominator m by log m, one obtains the slow entropy slow-h top (ϕ), an invariant introduced in [59] (see also [50] ) and further studied in [52, 53, 54] . The invariants slow-vol(ϕ) and slow-h top (ϕ) do not always agree, however. For instance, for the Hamiltonian flow of the pendulum on T * S 1 , restricted to a compact set containing the separatrices, slow-vol (ϕ) = 1 while slow-h top (ϕ) = 2, see [59] .
By a celebrated result of Yomdin
1.3. The lower bound from the topology of the based loop space. Fix a point q ∈ M. The based loops space of M is the space of continuous maps γ : [0, 1] → M with γ(0) = γ(1) = q, endowed with the C 0 -topology. The homotopy type of this space does not depend on q. The path components of ΩM are parameterized by the elements of the fundamental group π 1 (M), and each component has the same homotopy type:
where Ω 0 (M) is the component of contractible loops. Notice that Ω 0 M can be identified with the loop space Ω M of the universal cover of M. The homology of ΩM is therefore the direct sum of the homology of Ω 0 M, one summand for each element in π 1 (M). To give a lower bound on the slow volume growth of Reeb flows on S * M in terms this homology, we must consider an appropriate growth of the homology of ΩM. Not surprisingly, it will be the sum of the growth of π 1 (M) and of the growth of the homology of Ω 0 M.
The slow growth of π 1 (M). Since M is a closed manifold, its fundamental group π 1 (M) is a finitely presented group. Consider, more generally, a finitely generated group G. Choose a finite set S of generators of G. For each positive integer m, let γ S (m) be the number of distinct elements in G which can be written as words with at most m letters from S ∪ S −1 .
The slow growth of G is defined as
It is easy to see that γ(G) does not depend on the set of generators S, see [85, Lemma 3.5] .
(This is in contrast to the exponential growth of G, that may depend on the set of generators.) One says that G has polynomial growth if γ(G) < ∞.
More information on the slow growth of finitely generated groups can be found in Subsection 1.5 and in [58] .
The slow growth of H * (Ω 0 M). Given an Abelian group G, denote by dim G the minimal (possibly infinite) number of generators of G. Define
Here and throughout, H * denotes singular homology. Notice that γ(Ω 0 M) can be infinite. This may happen because one summand dim H k (Ω 0 M; ) is infinite (as in Example c) below) or even if each summand is finite (as in Example b) below).
For properties and computations of γ(Ω 0 M) we refer to Subsection 1.5. We finally define the slow homological growth of the based loop space of M as
This is a homotopy invariant of M. For instance, γ(T 2 × S 2 ) = 2 + 1.
1.4.
The main result.
Our main result can now be formulated as follows.
for every Reeb flow ϕ α on (S * M, ξ). (ii) In the study of the complexity of contactomorphisms (such as Reeb flows), it is natural to take into account the growth of Legendrian submanifolds only. Since the spheres Σ q are Legendrian, (i) in particular implies that the Legendrian slow volume growth of every Reeb flow on (S * M, ξ) is at least γ(M) − 1.
2.
The estimate in Theorem 1.6 is sharp in dimension d ≤ 3, see Remark 3.4. We do not know an example of a closed manifold M for which the estimate is not sharp, see the discussion in Section 7.2.
3. It is essential that ξ is the standard contact structure on S * M. Indeed, the spherization S * Σ g over a closed oriented surface Σ g of genus g ≥ 2 carries a contact structure (the "pre-quantization structure") that admits a periodic Reeb flow, see e.g. [13, Section 3.3] .
4. Our lower bounds for the slow volume growth of Reeb flows are in terms of the topology of the based loop space. Lower bounds of similar slow growth characteristics for (Hamiltonian) symplectomorphisms on certain symplectic manifolds were obtained in [73] by finding two fixed points of different action and in [7] by using non-vanishing of the flux. We shall relate this conjecture to other conjectures in Section 7.
Properties of γ(M).
In view of Theorem 1.6 we proceed with analyzing the topo-
The invariant γ(π 1 (M)) is often computable thanks to Gromov's theorem according to which γ(π 1 (M)) < ∞ implies that π 1 (M) is virtually nilpotent, and thanks to the Bass-Guivarc'h formula that computes the slow growth of nilpotent groups. The invariant γ(Ω 0 (M)) is harder to compute, though quite accessible thanks to rational homotopy theory and its extension to finite fields. We refer to Section 2 for more explanations. The following proposition shows that γ(M) is an integer which is bounded in terms of the dimension of M. Proposition 1.9. Let M be a slow manifold of dimension d.
(iii) γ(M) = 1 if and only if M = S 1 or if M is finitely covered by a manifold whose integral cohomology ring is generated by one element.
For a more precise result (including a lower bound for γ(Ω 0 M)) we refer to Proposition 2.5. By (ii), the invariant γ(M) of a closed d-dimensional manifold is either bounded by
+ 1 or infinite. This dichotomy is reminiscent to the elliptic versus hyperbolic dichotomy in rational homotopy theory. Assertion (iii) answers Question 1 in [32] . Together with Remark 1.7.1 (i), assertion (iii) has the following dynamical consequence. Corollary 1.10. Consider a slow manifold M that is neither S 1 nor is finitely covered by a manifold whose integral cohomology ring is generated by one element. Then for every q ∈ M, slow-vol(S * q M; ϕ α ) ≥ 1 for every Reeb flow ϕ α on (S * M, ξ). [15, 78, 10] , there is not much room for other examples: Either M is the circle, or the fundamental group of M is finite and the integral cohomology ring of the universal cover of M is the one of a CROSS. One may ask whether this result is a Riemannian phenomenon or a contact phenomenon, i.e., a result on geodesic flows or on Reeb flows. We show that the latter holds: 2. We are convinced that also assertion (ii) of Theorem 1.11 can be generalized to positive Legendrian loops: If in the situation of Theorem 1.13 the isotopy
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we analyze the topological invariant γ(M) and prove Proposition 1.9. In Section 3 we compute γ(M) for all 3-dimensional manifolds. In Section 4 we prove our main result Theorem 1.6. In Sections 5 and 6 we prove the generalizations Theorem 1.11 and 1.13 of the Bott-Samelson theorem. In Section 7 we explain our conjecture that Reeb flows on spherizations of fast manifolds have positive topological entropy, discuss how our results give rise to a slow version of the minimal entropy problem, and ask many questions. Pierre Marco, Gabriel Paternain and Hans-Bert Rademacher for valuable discussions. CL cordially thanks the Université de Neuchâtel and the FIM of ETH Zürich for their hospitality in the academic year 2012/2013. The present work is part of the author's activities within CAST, a Research Network Program of the European Science Foundation.
Estimates for γ(M).
In this section we study the invariant γ(M) = γ(π 1 (M)) + γ(Ω 0 M), and in particular prove Proposition 2.5, which refines Proposition 1.9.
The following lemma will be used many times.
. A combinatorial proof of this implication is given on p. 432 of [85] , and a geometric proof is provided by theŠvarc-Milnor Lemma, [16, Proposition 8.19] , which states that π 1 ( M ) and π 1 (M) are both quasi-isometric to the universal cover M . ✷ There are two theorems that make the computation of γ(π 1 (M)) often possible: First, according to a theorem of Gromov [38] , a finitely generated group G has polynomial growth if and only if G has a nilpotent subgroup Γ of finite index (that is, G is virtually nilpotent). As is easy to see, γ(G) = γ(Γ). Let (Γ k ) k≥1 be the lower central series of Γ inductively defined by Γ 1 = Γ and Γ k+1 = [Γ, Γ k ]. Then the Bass-Guivarc'h formula
holds true, [9, 39] . We in particular see that γ(G) is an integer. To illustrate this formula, we consider the Heisenberg group
Denote by M the universal cover of the closed manifold M.
Recall that M is said to be of finite type if M is homotopy equivalent to a finite CWcomplex. As we shall see, for such manifolds the number γ(Ω 0 M) can often be computed or at least estimated by Sullivan's work on rational homotopy theory and its partial extension to finite fields p by Friedlander, Félix, Halperin, Thomas and others.
Lemma 2.2. If M is slow, then M is of finite type. Moreover, the following are equivalent.
(i) M is of finite type.
(ii) The groups H k ( M ) are finitely generated for all k.
(iii) The groups π k (M) are finitely generated for all k.
Proof. While the implication (i) =⇒ (ii) is clear, the implication (ii) =⇒ (i) follows from
is the content of Serre's theory of C-classes, applied to the class C of finitely generated Abelian groups, [81] .
is then finitely generated for all k. Hence M is of finite type by the implication (iii) =⇒ (i). ✷ Examples 2.3. 1. An important class of manifolds of finite type are simply connected manifolds. For these manifolds, γ(M) = γ(Ω 0 M). Following [29] we call a simply connected manifold elliptic if γ(M) < ∞. While a "generic" simply connected manifold is not elliptic, many geometrically interesting simply connected manifolds are elliptic, [29] . Among them are simply connected Lie groups and homogeneous spaces (in particular CROSSes), and fibrations built out of elliptic spaces. 2. Let M be nilpotent, that is, the fundamental group π 1 (M) is nilpotent, and its natural action on the higher homotopy groups π k , k ≥ 2, is nilpotent. Then M is of finite type see [47, II, Theorem 2.16] or [46, Satz 7.22] . It follows that if a closed manifold M has a finite nilpotent cover, then M is of finite type. Note that the Klein bottle and evendimensional real projective spaces are not nilpotent, but their double covers are, [46, p. 165 ]. An example of a manifold that is not of finite type is T 4 # P 2 . ✸ Let 0 = É and for a prime number p let p be the field with p elements. Denote by È the set of prime numbers. For p ∈ È ∪ {0} define
By the universal coefficient theorem,
has finite type, then the Abelian groups H k (Ω 0 M) are finitely generated for all k (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.2). In particular, dim H k (Ω 0 M; p ) < ∞ for all p ∈ È and all k. The following lemma shows that for manifolds of finite type, our invariant γ(Ω 0 M) agrees with the invariant studied for instance in [32, 55] .
Lemma 2.4. Assume that M is of finite type. Then
Proof. If M is rationally hyperbolic, then γ(Ω 0 M; É) = ∞, hence both sides are infinite.
We can thus assume that M is rationally elliptic. By a theorem of McGibbon and Wilkerson [62] , H * (Ω 0 M) has p-torsion for only a finite set P ⊂ È of primes p. In particular, the right hand side equals max p∈P γ(Ω 0 M; p ). For a finitely generated group G,
by the Chinese remainder theorem. Together with the universal coefficient theorem we find that
Since P is finite, the right hand side equals max p∈P γ(Ω 0 M; p ). ✷
Recall that a path-connected topological space whose fundamental group is isomorphic to a given group π and which has contractible universal covering space is called a K(π, 1). Also recall that the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category cat K of a compact CW-complex K is the least number m such that K is the union of m + 1 open subsets that are contractible in K. (Thus cat(S n ) = 1.) The connectivity of K is the largest r such that π j (K) = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. It is classical that cat K ≤ dim K/(r + 1). Proposition 2.5. Let M be a closed d-dimensional manifold of finite type with fundamental group π 1 (M) of polynomial growth. Let K be a simply connected finite CW-complex homotopy equivalent to M.
(iii) γ(M) ∈ AE ∪ {∞}. Moreover, γ(M) = 1 if and only if M = S 1 or if M is a finite quotient of a manifold whose integral cohomology ring is the one of a CROSS. Remarks 2.6. 1. The estimates in (i) are sharp, see [17, Corollary 1.6] . Taking the product of these spaces with S 2 we see that the second estimate in (i) is also sharp.
The chain of inequalities in (ii) is sharp (up to d r+1
) for products of spheres × k S n with n ≥ 2. The inequality γ(Ω 0 M; É) ≤ γ(Ω 0 M) can be strict, however: For every prime number p there are simply connected five manifolds with γ(Ω 0 M; É) = 1 but γ(Ω 0 M) = γ(Ω 0 M; p ) = ∞, [8] . Moreover, there are elliptic manifolds with γ(Ω 0 M; É) = 1 and
In view of (iii), examples are simply connected rational homology spheres that are not integral homology spheres, such as the Wu manifold SU(3)/ SO(3). All these examples show that it is important that γ(Ω 0 M) takes into account fields of all characteristics.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. (i).
By assumption π 1 (M) grows polynomially. Gromov's theorem in [38] implies that π 1 (M) has a nilpotent subgroup Γ of finite index. Its growth agrees with the one of π 1 (M) in view of Lemma 2.1. By the Bass-Guivarc'h formula (3), γ(Γ) is an integer. If γ(Γ) = 0, then all the quotients Γ k /Γ k+1 are finitely generated Abelian groups that are torsion, and hence finite. Thus Γ = Γ 1 is finite too.
A group G is called polycyclic if it admits a finite normal series
Hirsch proved in 1938 that the number of infinite cyclic factors in such a series is independent of the choice of the series, see [58, Prop. 2 
.11]. This number is called the Hirsch length h(G).
Now let Γ be a finitely generated nilpotent group, with lower central series
. By refining the sequence (5) one sees that Γ is polycyclic, and that
see [46, proof of Satz 3.20] . The lower central series of Γ is a shortest normal series of Γ. This implies that r i ≥ 1 for all i. Moreover, r 1 ≥ 2 unless γ(Γ) = 1, see [58, p. 48] . Hence h = h(Γ) ≥ c + 1. Together with the Bass-Guivarc'h formula (3) we conclude that
Note that this estimate also holds for γ(Γ) = 1, since then h = 1. Let M be a finite cover of M with
and that
We note that in the case that M is a K(π, 1) one can do without Damian's theorem, by using a more elementary theorem of Mal'cev instead: After passing to a finite cover, we can again assume that Γ is nilpotent. The fundamental group of a finite dimensional K(π, 1) is torsionfree (see e.g. [41, Prop. 2.45] ). Hence Γ is a finitely generated torsionfree nilpotent group. By a theorem of Mal'cev [57] , such a group embeds as a discrete cocompact subgroup in a simply connected nilpotent Lie group diffeomorphic to Ê d , and c ≤ d − 1.
Proof of (ii). Recall that Ω 0 M is homotopy equivalent to Ω 0 K = ΩK. The identity γ(ΩK; É) = dim π odd (K) ⊗ É follows at once from the Milnor-Moore theorem and the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem (see Proposition 33.9 (i) in [30] ). The reader may also enjoy proving this identity via Sullivan's minimal model for ΩK, that is obtained from the one of K by shifting the degrees by −1 and setting the differential to 0. Our assumption γ(ΩK) < ∞ in particular implies that γ(ΩK; É) < ∞, and hence dim π * (K) ⊗ É < ∞ by the Milnor-Moore theorem. It follows that π j (K)⊗É = 0 for j ≥ 2d, see [33, Corollary 1.3] or also [30, §32] 
By the universal coefficient theorem, γ(ΩK; É) ≤ γ(ΩK; p ) for all prime numbers p.
Fix a prime p. Recall that H * (ΩK; p ) is an algebra with multiplication induced from composition of loops (the Pontryagin product). The depth of a graded -algebra A is the least integer m (or ∞) such that Ext m A ( ; A) = 0 (see [27] ). It is shown in [27] that (7) depth H * (ΩK, p ) ≤ cat K (see also [30, §35] 
where p(z) is a polynomial, r = depth H * (ΩK, p ), and ℓ j ∈ AE. It follows at once that γ(ΩK; p ) = r = depth H * (ΩK; p ) (see also [29] ). (We remark that together with Theorem B (ii) in [28] one has the more precise result that the algebra H * (ΩK; p ) is a free finitely generated module over a central polynomial subalgebra p [y 1 , . . . , y r ].) In particular, γ(ΩK; p ) ∈ {0} ∪ AE, and so γ(ΩK) ∈ {0} ∪ AE. Together with (7) we conclude that
(see [48, 30] ).
Proof of (iii). Assertions (i) and (ii) imply that γ(M) ∈ {0} ∪ AE ∪ {∞}. Assume that (i) The fundamental group of M has either exponential or polynomial growth.
(ii) γ(M) < ∞ if and only if π 1 (M) has polynomial growth. The manifolds with this property are, up to diffeomorphism:
(1) the quotients of S 3 , for which γ(M) = 1; (2) the four compact quotients of S 2 × Ê, for which γ(M) = 2; (3) the finite quotients of T 3 , for which γ(M) = 3; (4) the non-trivial circle bundles over T 2 , for which γ(M) = 4.
Remarks 3.2. 1. It is conceivable that every finitely presented group has either exponential or polynomial growth, cf. the discussion in Section 7. That this is so for 3-manifold groups does not follow without using the solution of the geometrization conjecture. (1) The compact quotients of S 3 of constant curvature were classified by H. Hopf in 1925, and de Rham showed that this classification agrees, up to isometry, with the one up to diffeomorphism. By the proof of Thurston's Elliptization Conjecture, all compact 3-manifolds with finite fundamental group are diffeomorphic to such a quotient. The 3-dimensional lens spaces (with cyclic fundamental group) form an infinite family of examples; an example with non-cyclic fundamental group is the Poincaré icosahedral manifold. For the complete list we refer to [86, Sec. 7.4] or [79, 82] .
(2) The manifold S [79] .
(3) The compact quotients of Euclidean space n by discrete isometry groups were classified by Bieberbach. These manifolds are determined, up to diffeomorphism, by their fundamental group. They are finite quotients of T n . In dimension three, there are ten such manifolds, up to diffeomorphism. The six orientable ones are of the form T 3 /Φ, where Φ ⊂ GL(3, ) is either cyclic of order 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6, or is isomorphic to 2 ⊕ 2 , see [86, Sec. 3.5] or [79, 82] . If a closed manifold M is finitely covered by T 3 , then M is diffeomorphic to a flat manifold, ([79, p.448] or Section 3).
(4) The circle bundles in (4) can also be described as quotients of the Heisenberg manifold H/H 1 (see the end of the subsequent proof).
The examples in (1) and (4) Proof of Proposition 3.1. We shall use some 3-manifold basics as presented in [42, 45] , as well as Thurston's classification of geometric structures on 3-manifolds, for which we refer to [14, 79, 82] . We shall also have the opportunity to use Perelman's proof of the geometrization conjecture, for which we refer to [11, 18, 51, 64] . Short and very nice surveys on some of these topics are [43, 67] .
Proof of (i).
We will see in the proof of (ii) that if π 1 (M) has subexponential growth, then M belongs to the list in (ii), and π 1 (M) has polynomial growth of order 0, 1, 3, or 4.
Proof of (ii).
A main ingredient of the proof is the following Lemma 3.3. Consider a closed orientable 3-manifold M. If π 1 (M) has subexponential growth, then M admits a geometric structure modeled on one of the four geometries
Proof. The proof can be extracted from [5] , and is repeated here for the readers convenience. We distinguish several cases. Case 1: M is not prime. This means that M can be written as a connected sum M = M 1 #M 2 with both π 1 (M 1 ) and π 1 (M 2 ) non-trivial. By the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem, π 1 (M) is the free product π 1 (M 1 ) * π 1 (M 2 ). It follows from the existence of normal forms for free products that π 1 (M 1 ) * π 1 (M 2 ) contains a free subgroup of rank 2 unless 
, then M carries a Riemannian metric of negative sectional curvature, and so π 1 (M) has exponential growth by theŠvarc-Milnor Lemma, [65] . If M is modeled on À 2 ×Ê, Sol or SL 2 , then π 1 (M) also has exponential growth, see [ 
endowed with the left-invariant metric ds 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 + (dz − x dy) 2 . For every n ∈ AE let H n be the lattice in H with x, y ∈ and z ∈ 1 n . These lattices are mutually nonisomorphic, since the commutator subgroup [H n , H n ] has index n in the center Z(H n ). Every lattice in H is isomorphic to some H n (see [74, 3.4.2] ). Up to diffeomorphism, the compact quotients of H are therefore the manifolds H/H n . Since H 1 has index n in H n , the manifold H/H n is a finite quotient of H/H 1 . The groups H n are the central extensions of 2 by classified by the Euler class n ∈ ∼ = H 2 ( 2 ; ). The quotients H/H n are therefore diffeomorphic to the non-trivial orientable circle bundles over the torus with Euler number n. (Euler class n = 0 corresponds to the 3-torus.)
Assume now that M is non-orientable. By Remark 3.2.2, its orientation cover appears in (2) or (3), and so M also appears in (2) or (3).
We finally check that the manifolds in (1)- (4) Proof. Consider the Hamiltonian function H : T * M → Ê such that Σ = H −1 (1) is a regular energy surface and such that H is fiberwise homogeneous of degree µ near Σ:
where µ ∈ Ê is a constant. This function is smooth on T * M \M, and there its Hamiltonian vector field X H defined by ω(X H , ·) = −dH generates the Hamiltonian flow ϕ we have
where the third identity follows from Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions. We conclude that
The slow volume growth of ϕ q M is diffeomorphic to an n-dimensional closed ball. We shall prove Theorem 4.1 in two steps: We first show that it suffices to prove a lower bound for the slow volume growth of ϕ H on the punctured Lagrangian discḊ q (Σ) = D q (Σ) \ {0 q }. We then obtain this lower bound from Lagrangian Floer homology as in [55] .
Step 1. Reduction to estimating the slow volume growth onḊ q (Σ). The following proposition explains the summand −1 in Theorem 4.1.
Proof. We shall work with a convenient Riemannian measure on submanifolds of D(Σ): Fix a Riemannian metric g on M, and let g * be the Riemannian metric induced on T * M (namely the Riemannian metric induced by the Sasaki metric on the tangent bundle T M by the identification T M = T * M induced by g). Given an orientable k-dimensional submanifold S of T * M, we denote by µ k the Riemannian volume form associated with the restriction of g * to S and Vol(S) = S µ k . We denote by · q the norm on T D(Σ) induced by g q and by · 2 the usual Euclidean norm on Ê n .
Denote by Ë n−1 the unit sphere in Ê n , and consider polar coordinates Φ : Ë n−1 × Ê >0 → Ê n \{0} : (θ, r) → rθ. Since Σ q is strictly starshaped with respect to 0 q , the maps
are both diffeomorphisms. By means of these maps we define the diffeomorphism u :
and u(Φ(r, θ)) = Φ Σ (r, u(θ)) for (θ, r) ∈ Ë n−1 × Ê >0 . The map u sends the punctured unit ballḂ in Ê n toḊ q (Σ), sends the sphere S(r) of radius r to Σ q (r) := Φ Σ (Σ q , r) = rΣ q , and its differential du sends the unit radial vector field 
) N(ψ(z)) + T with T ∈ T ψ(z) ψ(Σ q (r)). Given v 1 , . . . , v n−1 in T z S(r), the n-form µ n (ψ(z)) vanishes on the linearly dependent vectors
Using (9) we can estimate
For r > 0 consider the dilation δ r : (q, p) → (q, rp) of T * M. By assumption, H • δ r = r 2 H for all r > 0. Hence
We denote by |det dϕ 
Together with (12) and (13) 
The proposition follows by applying the following lemma to the function f (r) = Vol ϕ r H (Σ q ) .
Lemma 4.5. Let f : Ê >0 → Ê >0 be a continuous map. Then
Proof. We can assume that lim sup R→∞
and the lemma follows since A > lim sup R→∞ log f (R) log R was arbitrary. ✷ Remark 4.6. The above argument, that owes much to [69, Section 3.1], also yields an elementary proof of the identity
for the volume growth. For manifolds M with γ(M) infinite, lower bounds for the volume growth vol ϕ α of Reeb flows thus follow from lower bounds for vol D q (Σ); ϕ H . In [55] , lower bounds for vol ϕ α were obtained from the identity
which was proven by appealing to the Yomdin-Newhouse theorem equating volume growth and topological entropy, as well as to a variational principle for topological entropy due to Bowen. This much less elementary argument fails for slow volume growth.
Step 2. A lower bound for the slow volume growth ofḊ q (Σ). Theorem 4.1 follows from Proposition 4.3 and the following proposition.
and the closed "annulus" D q (ε, 1) = D q (Σ) \ D q (ε). Let U ⊂ M be a ball around q that covers less than half of the volume of M. Fix m ∈ AE. Choose ε m > 0 so small that the projection pr :
Then f • H is a smooth Hamiltonian function on T * M, the flows ϕ , whose rank gives a lower bound on the rank of its chain complex, which is generated by the intersection points in question. The transition from Floer homology to the homology of the based loop space is achieved by using the Abbondandolo-Schwarz isomorphism from [1] . The orientation of the moduli spaces for Lagrangian Floer homology in [1] is correct, cf. [3] . The finite type assumption on M is necessary to apply Gromov's theorem from [37] according to which the dimension of the homology of the based loops of energy ≤ k is (up to an overall constant) at least the dimension of the homology below degree k of all based loops. We refer to Section 4 of [55] Recall from Remark 1.12.1 that hypothesis (1) of Theorem 1.11 (i) implies hypothesis (2) . We therefore restate Theorem 1.11 as follows. In this section we use Rabinowitz-Floer homology to reprove assertion (i) of Theorem 5.1 and to prove assertion (ii). This proof is quite close to the original proof of the BottSamelson theorem in [10] , but replaces Morse theory on the based loop space by Lagrangian Rabinowitz-Floer homology. Rabinowitz-Floer homology is a version of Floer homology built from the Hamiltonian orbits on a given contact hypersurface (such as Σ) and is therefore particularly suited to study Hamiltonian dynamics restricted to a hypersurface. While Rabinowitz-Floer homology for the periodic orbit problem was introduced in [19] , a version for Lagrangian intersections was constructed by Merry in [63] . .
is a smooth Hamiltonian function on T * M with H −1 (0) = Σ, and X H is the Reeb vector field on Σ in view of Lemma 4.2. As in the theorem we assume that there exists a point q ∈ M and T > 0 such that ϕ T Σ (Σ q ) = Σ q . As before, λ = p dq is the Liouville form on T * M. Let q ′ ∈ M be another point (where the possibility q ′ = q is not excluded). Denote by P q ′ the space of smooth paths
The critical points of the action functional
are the solutions (γ, η) of the problem
Since H is autonomous, H(γ(t)) = 0 for all t, i.e., γ ⊂ Σ. The solutions with η = 0 are the constant paths γ(t) ≡ v ∈ Σ q (they exist only if q ′ = q). The solutions with η > 0 are the Hamiltonian chords on Σ from Σ q to Σ q ′ with "period" η. The solutions with η < 0 are the Hamiltonian chords on Σ from Σ q to Σ q ′ with "period" −η, traversed backwards.
). Details of the construction can be found in [19, 63] . We shall use the following result, which is a special case of Merry's Theorem B in [63] : (22) RFH
). Strictly speaking, Merry worked with 2 -coefficients. With coherent orientations of the solutions of (21) chosen as in [1] , this isomorphism holds over -coefficients, however. Now take q = q ′ and assume that ϕ 
and σ h (c
, definition (20) shows that the indices of c ± k are (23) ind(c
The boundary operator ∂ of degree −1 is defined by an un-oriented count of gradient flow lines with cascades, consisting of gradient flow lines of −h on Crit A H and of solutions to (21) , see [19, 63] . It holds true that ∂ 2 = 0. This can be proven either by working with generic families of almost complex structures J t , see [2] , or by interpreting the space of broken flow lines as the 0-set of a Fredholm section from an M-polyfold to an M-polyfold bundle, and by applying a generic perturbation in this set-up, [19] . The resulting homology is denoted by RFH >0 * (Σ, T * q M; 2 ). We refer again to [19, 63] for details of the construction. The following isomorphism is again a special case of Merry's Theorem B in [63] :
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (i).
Recall that we have already proved Theorem 5.1 (i) with the help of Theorem 4.1, which was proved by Lagrangian Floer homology. We now give another proof using Rabinowitz-Floer homology. The family 
Recall that µ 0 is the Robbin-Salamon index of one (and hence, by Lemma 5.3, of any) Reeb chord (γ, T ) of period T starting at Σ q .
We first rule out the case µ 0 ≤ 0. In this case, (20) , (25) and the concatenation property of the Robbin-Salamon index imply that RFH
Serre's spectral sequence from [80] applied to the path-loop fibration now implies that
Therefore, M is contractible and π 1 (M) is infinite, a contradiction. This proves that µ 0 > 0.
If µ 0 > 0, the fact that ϕ (20), (25) and the concatenation property of the Robbin-Salamon index imply that the numbers dim RFH (22) it follows that the sequence dim H k (ΩM, M; ) and hence (by the long exact sequence of the pair (ΩM, M)) the sequence dim H k (ΩM; ) is uniformly bounded. (In particular, dim H 0 (ΩM; ) and hence, again, π 1 (M) is finite.) Since the sequence dim H k (ΩM; ) is uniformly bounded, McCleary's theorem from [61] implies that the integral cohomology ring of M is generated by one element. 
By the previous proof, µ 0 ≥ 1. Hence there is at most one critical point of index zero. Together with Merry's isomorphism (24) and the reduced long exact 2 -homology sequence of the pair (ΩM, M) we find that
2 ) is 0 or 2 . Hence H 0 (ΩM; 2 ) is 2 or isomorphic to 2 ⊕ 2 . Hence ΩM has one or two components, i.e., π 1 (M) is trivial or 2 .
Assume that M is a closed manifold with π 1 (M) = 2 and such that the ring
is generated by one element. Then either M is homotopy equivalent to ÊP d or M is homotopy equivalent to P 2n+1 (see Corollary 3.8 of [32] and the references therein). We must exclude the latter possibility. Write d = 2(2n + 1) ≥ 6. Assume first that µ 0 ≥ 2. Then ind(c 
Since L t is positive, the contact Hamiltonian h of ψ t defined by (27) is positive along L t . After changing h outside a neighbourhood of the orbit L t , we can assume that h ≥ ∆ > 0 on all of [0, 1] × M.
The idea of the proof is simple: Instead of moving along the contact isotopy generated by h, we move along the Reeb flow for times t ∈ [0, ε] ∪ [1 − ε, 1], and for t ∈ (ε, 1 − ε) we move along ϕ 
The contact Hamiltonian of the Reeb vector field R is the constant function r(x) = 1.
Choose a smooth function τ :
for all t, and such that This was asked by Milnor [66] and Wolf [85] for all finitely generated groups. Counterexamples were found by Grigorchuk [35] , but it is still believed that there are no finitely presented counterexamples, cf. [58, Problem 6 ].
C2 (Dichotomy over finite fields) For every finite simply connected CW complex K and every prime number p, the homology H * (ΩK; p ) is either finite or grows exponentially.
Over the rational numbers, this is the dichotomy of rational homotopy theory, [29, 30] . A positive answer is known for primes p > dim K, see [29] . Proof. In view of C3 we can assume that M is of finite type. Since M is fast, γ(π 1 (M)) = ∞ or γ(Ω 0 M) = ∞. In the first case, π 1 (M) has exponential growth by C1. In the second case, Lemma 2.4 and the McGibbon-Wilkerson Theorem used in its proof show that γ(Ω 0 M; p ) = ∞ for some prime number p. Hence C2 implies that H * (Ω 0 M; p ) grows exponentially. In both cases, Conjecture 7.1 follows from the main result of [55] . ✷ seems possible to solve Problems i and ii also for simply connected 4-and 5-manifolds and for complex surfaces.
Question 7.3. Is it true that slow-vol(M) = γ(M)−1 for all orientable closed manifolds?
While the answer to Problem II is no for most manifolds, we do not know of an example where the answer to Problem ii is no.
Question 7.4. If h(M) = 0, is it true that slow-vol(M) is finite and attained?
Problem iii looks harder. For instance, on spheres there are infinite-dimensional families of Riemannian metrics with periodic geodesic flows (the Zoll metrics), see [10] . Recall from Proposition 1.9 that slow-vol(M) = 0 implies that M = S 1 or that M has the integral cohomology ring of a CROSS.
Question 7.5. Is it true that slow-vol(ϕ g ) = 0 only if ϕ g is periodic?
For tori, Problem iii looks more accessible. The following question is suggested by [53] where it is shown that flat metrics on 2-tori are local minimizers of slow entropy. Notice that on tori, slow-vol(ϕ g ) = slow-vol(T d ) = d for all flat metrics. While slow-vol(M) is a diffeomorphism invariant, γ(M) is only a homotopy invariant. Of course, slow-vol(M, ξ) ≤ slow-vol(M). Our impression is that geodesic flows are less complicated than general Reeb flows. We therefore ask Question 7.8. Is it always true that slow-vol(M, ξ) = slow-vol(M)?
Note that a positive answer to Question 7.3 implies a positive answer to Question 7.8. In view of Remark 1.12.3 there exist Reeb flows ϕ α on (S * S 2 , ξ) that are periodic (and hence minimize slow-vol(M, ξ)) but are not geodesic flows. 
